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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper G is a finite group with k an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic p. Also 1 will denote the identity subgroup where 
appropriate, and modules are to be taken as finitely generated right modules. 
We aim to study the following situation. 
Hypothesis. B is a KG-block with cyclic defect group D of order q = pa 
(d >, 1). We will write the unique chain for D as follows, 
D = D, > D, > ..’ > D,-, > 1. 
Set Nt = N,(D,) and C, = C,(D,) for all t = 0, l,..., d - 1; which hence 
yields the following chains: 
N,(D) = NO < Nl < a.. < Ndel < G, 
Co(D) = C,, < Cl < ... < C,-, < G. 
For each t, let B, be the unique kN,-block of defect group D with BtG = B 
and suppose that ct E Z(kNJ is the corresponding block idempotent. Then it 
is well known that et E Z(kQ, so let et = ctl + ... + etnt be a primitive 
decomposition of ct in Z(kC,), and let btj be the k&block corresponding to 
eti . Then Brauer [2] and Dade [l] h ave p roved the following results: 
(a) The defect group of each btj is D. 
(b) For each t, a kc,-block b satisjies bG = B if andonly ifb ~{b~~,..., btnt}. 
(c) Nt acts transitively on {b,, ,..., btnl}. 
(d) Ij E is the stabilim of b,, in NO , then for all t, EC, is the stab&w 
of bt, in Nt , and E/C, E ECJC, . 
(e) E/C,, is cyclic of order say e = e(G, B); and e divides p - 1. 
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In [ 131 R. Brauer described the ordinary character theory of such a block B 
for the special case when d = 1, and twenty five years later E. C. Dade [l] 
extended all these results to the general case. Then, by making essential use 
of Dades’s results, H. Kupisch [lo] and G. J. Janusz [Ill, working inde- 
pendently, examined the KG-modules in B and in part described the projective 
indecomposables. This paper will also describe these projective indecom- 
posables in B, but the methods will be purely modular. In fact no character 
theory at all will be used, and the only essential results from Dade’s paper 
that we need are those stated ab0ve.l The main result to be proved here is the 
very explicit description of the complete KG-submodule lattice of each 
projective indecomposable KG-module in B, which is given in the main 
theorem below. 
The methods used in this paper utilise the “Green correspondence” (see 
Section 2), and were first applied to this problem by W. Feit. Also I am very 
much indebted to J. A. Green, whose helpful suggestions have made this 
work much easier to read and understand. 
Before stating the main theorem we need some definitions. 
DEFINITIONS. If H is a subgroup of G, then a KH-block B will be called 
(Q, e)-uniserial if it satisfies the following, 
(a) B contains (up to isomorphism) exactly e simple kH-modules. 
(b) The defect group of B has order 4, with e dividing q - 1. 
(c) The e distinct projective indecomposable kH-modules in B are all 
uniserial. 
(d) A full set of simple kH-modules in B can be labelled S, ,..., S,-, 
and a full set of projective indecomposable kH-modules in B can be labelled 
T 0 ,...> T,-, (with the convention that Si , Ti are defined for all iEZ by 
reducing i mod e) so that the unique composition series of each Ti has the 
shape, 
Ti .-?L-.-s%. . . . .~. G-1 0 
Remarks. (i) Si+,-l = Si since q - I = 0 mod e. 
(ii) By Nakayama’s theorem (see [6]), the set of all the KH-factor- 
modules of the Ti (0 < i < e - 1) form a full set of indecomposable 
kH-modules in a (4, e)-uniserial kH-block B. So these indecomposables can 
1 For the special case when d = 1, Feit (in unpublished notes) was the first person 
to prove, without using ordinary character theory, that B contains exactly e iso- 
morphism classes of simple KG-modules. The first person to prove this result in the 
general case without using character theory was G. Michler (in a paper shortly to be 
published). I am grateful to Professor Michler for allowing me to reproduce some of 
his work in Section 4 of this paper. 
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be labelled Ti, z = 0, l,..., e - 1; 01 = 1, 2 ,..., 4 so that the unique com- 
position series of each Ti, has the shape: 
Tie .Si.Sifl. . . . h+,-1 9-0 0. 
Hence Ti = Tie and Si = Tel for each i. 
(iii) We define Ti, for each iEZ by reducing i mod e. We also set 
Ti,, = 0 for all i = 0, l,..., e - 1. 
(iv) Ti, has composition length 01 for all i; CL 
Consider now the special case when H contains a cyclic normal p-subgroup, 
say U = (14). 
For each h E H define an integer z(h), which is unique mod 1 U 1, so that 
h-M = &h). Also if lli denotes the identity element in R, set n(h) = all , 
which defines the “natural” linear representation rr of H over k. 
DEFINITION. (i) For each i EZ, let IP be a kH-module affording the 
linear representation &. 
(ii) Let B be a tzH-block with S any simple AH-module in B. For each 
ieZ set Si = S @ IP. Then B will be called special (q, e)-uniserial (with 
respect to U) if it satisfies both of the following conditions, 
(a) So ,..., Se-, is a full set of simples in B with Si+e E Si for each 
iEZ. 
(b) B is (q, e)-uniserial with respect to the labelling S,, ,..., S,-, of 
the simples. 
We can now state our main theorem: 
THEOREM. Under the hypthesis described above we have, 
(i) for each t = 0, l,..., d - 1 the kN,-block B, is special (q, e)-z&serial 
(with respect to Dt). 
(ii) Denote the indecomposable kNe_,-modules in Be-, by {Ti,}, and let f 
be the Green correspondence (G, B) ---f (Ndel , Be-J (see Section 2). Then B 
contains (up to isomorphism) exactly e simple KG-modules, which can be labelled 
V,-,; so that on writing I = (0, l,..., e - l}, the “Frattini factor” 
f?&ifVJ s Si for all i E I. 
Moreover there exists a permutation 8 of I so that the “socle” E(f Vi) s S6-lti) 
for all i E I. 
Adopting this notation, let Wi be a projective cover of Vi and define a new 
permutation p of I by p(i) z S-l(i) + 1 mod e. Then there exist integers r = r(i), 
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s = s(i) so that each Wi contains exactly rs + 2 submodules, with the full 











Also these submodules satisfy the following: 
wa-,,,i Wab = Vp(i) forall 1 <a<r--1; O<b<s--1, 
w~,b-I/w~b = v8W forall O<a<r--1; 1 <b<s-1. 
(b) W,-,,, and WO,S-l are both uniserial submodules of WC . 
(c) W,-,,, n Wo,s-l = Vi and W,-,,, + Wo,s-l = @(WJ. 
(d) (W,-,,O; W,,S-l) is the unique pair of submodules of Wi satisfying 
(b) and(c). 
Finally we have the following: 
(e) For a fixed i E I, Wi is uniserial if and only if either r(i) = 1 or 
s(i) = 1; or equivalently if and only if the composition length qf fVi is either 
q- 1 OY 1. 
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(f) If Wi is &serial for all i E I, then either 6 = 1 or p = 1 (I being 
the identity permutation on I). Moreover: In the case 6 = 1, B is (q, e)-uniserial 
(with respect to this label&g V,, ,. .., V,-, of simples) and f Vi is simple for all 
i E I. 
In the case p = 1, B is (q, e)-uniserial (with respect to this labelling V,, , . . . , V,, 
of simples) and Qf Vi is simple for all i E I (see Section 2 for the de$nition of Q). 
Remark. Kupisch first proved (b), (c), and (d) above in [lo]. 
2. SOME ASSUMED RESULTS 
Throughout this section R is any subgroup of G with x1 ,..., x, a right 
transversal of G by R. Also 6 is any set of subgroups of G and U, V, Ware 
KG-modules. 
DEFINITION. 
(i) l(U) will denote the composition length of U. 
(ii) (U, V), = Horn&U, V). 
(iii) If 01 E (U, V), then T,,,(a) is the KG-map xi=, xilolxi which 
sends u E U to C (UX~~)CX ’ xi . 
(iv) We will write (U, V),,, for LG T~,d(u, V>S) and (u, V),” for 
the k-space (U, V),/( U, V),,, . 
(v) 0 E (U, V), is called an G-projective map if 0 E (U, V& . 
(vi) U is called G-projective if the identity map on U is G-projective. 
(vii) U is called G-projective-free if no indecomposable direct summand 
of U is G-projective. 
Remarks. (a) If 6 is a single subgroup, say 6 = {S} we omit the brackets 
and write S-projective, (U, V),,, , (U, V)$ etc... . 
(b) “U is l-projective” is an equivalent statement to “U is projective” 
(this is essentially the famous D. G. Higman theorem, see [14]). So analogously 
we call all maps that are l-projective just projective. 
LEMMA 2.1 (see Green [3, Section 31): (i) Let W be projective, then: If 
7~: W-t V is a KG-epimorphism, 8 E (U, V), is projective if and only if there 
exist 4 E (U, W), so that 19 = 4~. If p: U+ W is a KG-monomorphism, 
8 E (U, V), is projective if and only if there exist 4 E ( W, V), so that 0 = &. 
(ii) (U, V): E (U, V), in both of the following cases: 
(A) I 
(a) Uprqjective-free and V simple 
(b) V projective-free and U simple 
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Consider now an exact sequence 0 + U -+ W + V -+ 0 with Wprojective. 
Any sequence of this form is called a projective presentation of V, and if W is 
minimal (among all other projective presentations of V) then the above 
sequence is called a minimal projective presentation (mpp). For all KG-modules 
V, a mpp exists, and we write QV for the corresponding “kernel”. So any 
mpp of V yields an exact sequence 0 ---f QV + W --f V -+ 0. Schanuel’s 
lemma [8, p. 161 now shows that SZV is unique up to isomorphism. Also, 
THEOREM 2.2 (Heller, see [7]). If V . zs nonprojective indecomposable, then 
QV is also non-projective indecomposable. 
The next theorem is a simple exercise in homological algebra, using 2.1(i): 
THEOREM 2.3 (Feit). 
w (U, V)‘, z (QU, QV)1, as k-spaces 
NowifO+QV% W-% V-tOisamppof V, then 
(QV, U), d-- (W, U), Is* (K U), t-0 
is exact for all kG-modules U. Also using 2.1(i) we get that Im CL* = 
PV> u>,,o 7 and so it follows that Ext&(V, U) = (QV, U): . 
Thus by [5, pp. 290-2921, (QV, U); . IS isomorphic to the group of extension 
classes of V by U. Of particular importance are the following special cases: 
THEOREM 2.4. (a) If (QV, U): = 0 then there exists up to isomorphism 
only one extension of V by U, namely the split extension V 0 U. 
(b) If (QV, U); E k then there exists exactly two nonisomorphic 
extensions of V by U, namely the split extension V @ U and one other nonsplit 
extension. 
Notation. V 0 U will denote any extension of V by U, so that there 
exists an exact sequence 0 -+ U + V 0 U--f V + 0. 
Mre now introduce some special subgroups and sets of subgroups of G. 
Notation. Let D be any p-subgroup of G and H any subgroup aNo( 
Set 
X ={D”~D:xEG\H} and ‘1, ={D=nH:xEG\H} 
U, V will be KG-modules and L, M kH-modules. 
DEFINITION. (a) fU is a ‘@projective-free kH-module and U’ a !&pro- 
jective kH-module so that U, = fU @ U 
481/34/z-4 
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(b) gL is an X-projective-free kG-module and L’ an X-projective 
kG-module so that Lc = gL @L’. 
Remarks. (i) By the Krull-Schmidt theorem U’, fU; L’, gL are all unique 
up to isomorphism. 
(ii) The modules fU, gL are often called the “Green correspondents” 
of U,L. 
(iii) When H = G the sets X, 2J are both empty. To account for this 
special case we set (U, V)$,o = 0 for all U, V. So in particular f, g act as 
identities when H = G, that is fU = gU = 0’ for all U. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Green, see [9]). If 9L is the set of subgroups of D which 
are not G-conjugate to any subgroup of any X in X, and if U, L are indecom- 
posables with vertices D, , D, E % respectivelv, then 
(a) f U, gL are indecomposable with vertices D, , D, respectively. 
(b) g(fU)= uandf(gL)rL. 
(c) If B is a RG-block of defect group D with B the unique kH-block of 
defect group D satisfying BG = B, then U E B if and only iff U E B; 
LEBifandonlyifgLEB. 
Remark. Notice that under the conditions of 2.5, it follows from (C) that 
U E I/ if and only if fU z f V. This will be used quite often in the next 
section. 
THEOREM 2.6 (Feit, see [9, 4.121). If U, c L, M are D-projective then, 
(9 
((UP 6 E (fU,fG , 
)(L, M):: zx (gL, gM): . 
THEOREM 2.7 (Green, see [3, 4.51). Q commutes with f and g, that is 
(E) SzfU E fl2U; QgL s gQL 
3. (q, e)-UNrsEmfi BLOCKS 
Here we set up the machinery needed to prove our main theorem 
inductively. Throughout this chapter D is ap-subgroup of G with H >, N,(D) 
so that X = {D” CT D: x E G\H} = (1). 
Let B be a kG-block of defect group D with B the unique kH-block of 
defect group D satisfying BG = B. W e assume throughout that B is (q, e)- 
uniserial (and . hence we adopt the notation in Section 1 for the indecomposable 
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modules in B). The aim is to study B. Our first two lemmas are easy and 
hence the proofs are left as an exercise. 
LEMMA 3.1. QTi, g Ti+.a,p--a; Q2Ti, E Ti+I., . 
LEMMA 3.2 (A generalised form of Schur’s lemma). 
(i) 1f I( Tjo) < e then (Tie , T,&, z k. 
(ii) 1f Z( Tjs) < e then for each i; OL (Tj, , T& z h or 0; ( Ti, , T&, g h 
or 0. 
DEFINITION. If OE( T,, , Tj&, then write r(0) for the composition length 
l(Im 19). 
LEMMA 3.3 (A generalised form of Passman’s Lemma, see [4, Lemma 41). 
0 # 0 E (Tie , Tj& isprojective ifand only ifr(8) < 01 + /3 - q. 
Proof. Let r: Tj + Tt, be the natural kEZ-epimorphism. 
(a) If 0 # 0 E (Ti, , Tjo)H is projective, then by 2.1 there exists 
+ E (Tie, T&, so that 0 = 4~. Hence r(e) = r(+) = Z((Im$)~) > 0, and so 
we have, r(0) = Z(Im+) - Z(Ker r) = Z(Im#) - (q - ~3), which gives, 
49) < Vi,) - (q - B> = 01-k B - 4. 
(b) If 0 # 0 E ( Ti, , T& then there exists an inclusion Ti,rCBJ CL Tje . 
Hence there exists an inclusion Ti,r,B)+u--8 c% Ti so that 8’ = 4’~. Now if 
r(0) < OL + /3 - q, then r(B) + q - /3 < 01. Hence there exists I$ E (Ti, , Ti)H 
such that 0 = C&T, which by 2.1 shows that 8 is projective. 
COROLLARY 3.4. By 3.3 and (B), 
THEOREM 3.5. Up to isomorphism B contains exactly e simples, which can 
be labelled V, ,..., V,-, sothatforaZZO<i,j<e-1 
(a) fVj is a nonprojective indecomposable in B, gSi is a nonprojective 
indecomposable in B. 
(b) (f Vi , SJH E ( Vj , gSJo E k zf i = j, 0 ;f i # j. 
(c) There exists a permutation 6 on I = (0, I,..., e - l} so that 
(Si 9 f v&l 5% wi > Vj)G z k if S(i) = j, 0 ;f 6(i) # j. 
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Proof. Adapt the argument in [3, Section 61, noting that the only part of 
Dade’s results that is necessary for Green’s proof, is that B (which corresponds 
to B’ in [3]) is (q, e)-uniserial. 
Remark. We will adopt the above notation, and hence for all j: 
fVpYfVj) zz sj , Z(fVJ E S&) ; 
Qf Vjl@(Qf Vj) FE s,-*(j,+l , z(Qf VJ G si . 
THEOREM 3.6 (Feit). Each fVj is either “long”, i.e., Z(fVj) > q - e, or 
“short,” i.e., Z(fVj) < e. 
Proof. Clearly we can take q > 2e. 
Case 1. Suppose e < E(f Vi) < q/2 for some i. Then by Schur’s Lemma, 
(4, P), and (F): 
Hence the only maps f Vi + f Vi are the “scalar maps.” But Z(f Vi) > e means 
that there exists an inclusion Ti.rov,)+ c% f?: , which induces a nonscalar 
8: fVi --f f Vi . This contradiction shows that this case never occurs. 
Case 2. Suppose q/2 < Z(f Vi) < q - e for some i. Then by Schur’s 
Lemma, (A), (D), and (F): 
Hence the only maps Qf Vi --f Qf Vi are the “scalar maps.” But Z(f Vi) < q - e 
means that Z(Qf Vi) > e. S o in a similar way to Case 1 we get a contradiction, 
showing that Case 2 never occurs. This completes the proof of 3.6. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If T E B is indecomposabb, then for all j: 
(a) (T,fV,)& g k or 0; 
(b) (fV,, T); E k or 0. 
Proof. We will prove (a); (b) being analogous. 
Case 1. Suppose that Z(T) + I( f Vi) < q. Then if f Vj is long, it is clear 
that T must be short. So by 3.6 at least one of T, fVj is short. Hence by (F) 
and 3.2: 
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Case 2. Suppose that I( 7’) + Z(fV,) > 4, i.e., Z(QT) + Z(szfV,) < q. Then 
if SzfV, is long, it is clear that S2T must be short. But SzfV, is always either 
short or long, since by 3.6fVj always is. So at least one of QT, QfV, is short. 
Hence by (F) and 3.2: 
(T,fVj& E (QT, SzfV,), E k or 0. 
A Remark on Extensions in B. If 0 E (QT,, , Tj& is not projective, then 
by 3.3 r(e) > /3 - 01 and the reader will easily verify that this implies that 
there exists a nonsplit extension Ti, o TUB of the form TL~+~(o) 0 T~.B-~w - 
So by 3.7 applied to 2.4 we have: 
’ (a) 
\ 
If (fiTi, ,fV,)i = 0 then up to isomorphism there is 
only one extension Ti, ofV, namely Ti, @fV, . 
(b) If (fiTi, ,fV,)& # 0 then there are exactly two 
K3 ( 
i 
nonisomorphic extensions Ti, of Vj namely: 
Ti, @f Vj z Ti, @ Tj,l(r Vj, (the split extension) and 
Ti,m+m 0 TM vj)-m 
(0 is any nonprojective map QTi, ---f f Vj). 
LEMMA 3.8. For all i, j; a: there exists up to isomorphism at most one 
extension Ti, of Vj of the form (indecomposable) @ (projective) or (indecom- 
posable) namely: Ti @ Ti,a+L(rv,)-a if and onZy ifa + Z(f Vj) > q and i G S-l(j) 
Ti,,+L(f,j) if and only if 01 + Z(fVJ < q and i + 01= j, where the above 
congruences (and unless otherwise specified all the congruences in the rest of this 
paper) are to be taken mod e. 
Proof. Using (G) it is clear that these are the only possible extensions of 
the required form. The conditions given beside each extension, are those 
necessary and sufficient for that extension to exist. 
Notation. We will call an extension “unique” if it is unique up to 
isomorphism. The next theorem is the fundamental connecting link between 
extensions in B and B. 
THEOREM 3.9. If X, YE B are nonprojective indecomposables affording a 
nonprojective indecomposable extension X 0 Y, then there exists an extension 
fX 0 f Y E B so that: 
f (X 0 Y) @ (projective) g fX 0 f Y. 
Proof. Reductions preserve extensions, so we may write: 
(X 0 Y)H g f (X 0 Y) @ @-projective) 
= [fX 0 @-projective)] 0 1 f Y @ @-projective)]. 
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Now a !&projective module in B is both 9 and D-projective, and hence by 
[ 12,4.14] such modules are X = { 1}-projective. Moreover projective modules 
over group algebras are also injective, and so all projective “parts” in the 
above extensions break off into direct sums (by injectivity). So we get 
(X 0 Y)H rf(X 0 Y) @ (projective) @ (modules $ B), 
s {[fX @ (modules q! B)] 0 [fY @ (modules # B)]} @ (projective) (*) 
Now if E E Z(kH) is an idempotent, then it is easy to check that 0 -+ A -+ E + 
B -+ 0 AH-exact (KH-split-exact) implies that 0 ---f AE --f EE -+ BE -+ 0 is 
W-exact (KH-split-exact). So multiplication by E preserves extensions and 
direct sums. Also X, Y, X 0 Y are nonprojective indecomposables in B, and 
so they have their vertices in‘3 = (S: 1 < S < D} (remember that ;t = (I}!). 
Thus by 2.5 fX, fY, f(X 0 Y) are all nonprojective indecomposables in B. 
Hence on multiplying (*) by the block idempotent of B we get: 
f(X 0 Y) @ (projective) g fX 0fY 0 (projective). 
So as f(X o Y) is a nonprojective indecomposable there exists an extension 
fXofY so that 
j-(X 0 Y) @ (projective) g fX .fY. 
Note. fX 0 f Y is not the split extension. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let W be a nonprojective indecomposable in B with 
V = W/@(W) simple, and suppose f W E Ti, (see 2.5). Then, 
(a) There exists a nonprojective indecomposable extension W 0 Vj if and 
only if either OL + Z(f Vj) < q and 01 + i = j, when f (W 0 Vj) z Ti,ar+l~v,); 
or OL + Z(f Vj) > q and i = S-l(j), when f (W 0 Vj) s Tj,.+abv,)-a . 
(b) There exists a projective indecomposable extension W 0 Vj ;f and only if 
01 + I( f Vj) = q and 01 + i = j, when W 0 Vj is a projective cover of Vj . 
(c) All such extensions W 0 Vj are “unique”, and satisfy 
w 0 Vj/@( w 0 Vj) gg v. 
Proof. If 0 + Vi -% W 0 Vj L W -+ 0 defines any nonsplit extension, 
then it is easy to verify that Vi z ( Vi)p < cD( W 0 Vj). Hence 
w 0 V,/@( w 0 Vj) z w/q W) = v. (“) 
So in particular 
W o Vj is indecomposable for all non-split W 0 Vj . (**) 
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Now by (D), (E) and 3.7 (QW, V,)‘, z (L$VV,fV& E k or 0. So by 2.4: 
i 
For all j, there exists up to isomorphism, at most one nonsplit 
m extension W 0 Vj , and at most one nonsplit extension f W 0 f Vj . 
Also a nonsplit W 0 Vj exists if and only if a nonsplit f W of Vj exists. 
Now (*) and (H) certainly prove part (c), and indeed by (**) and (H) W 0 Vj 
is projective indecomposable if and only if Vi s QW, i.e., if and only if 
f Vi e QfW (use 2.5 and (E)), w ic h’ h ’ is e q uivalent to saying that the “unique” 
nonsplit f W 0 f Vi exists and is a projective indecomposable. Moreover this 
result, (**) and (H) h s ow that W 0 Vj is nonprojective indecomposable if and 
only if the “unique” nonsplit f W 0 f Vj exists and is not a projective inde- 
composable. Indeed by 3.9 such extensions must satisfy f ( W 0 Vj) 0 (proj) z 
fW 0 f Vj . So 3.8 now proves part (a). Finally, we know that W 0 Vj is a 
projective indecomposable if and only if f Vj s Qf W. But a necessary and 
sufficient condition for this to hold (and hence for W 0 Vj to be projective 
indecomposable) is that OL + Z(f Vj) = q and 01 + i = j. Indeed it is clear 
that when W 0 Vi is such a projective indecomposable its socle is simple, 
and hence isomorphic to Vj , which says that W 0 Vj is a projective cover of 
Vj . This completes the proof of 3.10. 
From now on we make the usual convention that Vi is defined for all i E Z 
by taking i mod e. We focus attention on an arbitrary but fixed i. 
Notation. (a) Wi will denote a projective cover of Vi . (b) $mi = {WE B: 
W is isomorphic to a proper factor of Wi}. (c) If T is any indecomposable 
in B with 1 < u < Z(T); write (T)u , (T)“, respectively, for the unique 
submodule and factor-module of T of composition length u. 
Remark. WE !I& if and only if W is a non-projective indecomposable 
with W/@(W) s Vi . 
LEMMA 3.11. 0 # WE !I& if and only if there exists a factor U of Wi , 
a simple module Vj E B and a nonprojective indecomposable extension U 0 Vj 
suchthat Wg Uo Vi. 
Proof. If WE ‘$I$ then the existance of U, Vj and U 0 Vj with the required 
properties is trivial. So assume that W g U 0 Vj , a nonprojective indecom- 
posable extension. Then by 2.4(a) (QU, Vj)‘, # 0, and hence by (D) and 
3.7(a) 
So by 2.4(b) W is the “unique” nonsplit extension of U by Vj . Also 
(QU, Vi)o # 0, SO we may take X < QU ,< Wi with SUjX g Vi . There- 
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fore WJX is an (indecomposable) extension of U by Vi , and hence it is the 
“unique” nonsplit extension. So WJX g W as required. 
We shall classify the elements of !!I$ via integers r(i), s(i); but first we need 
the following easy lemma. 
LEMMA 3.12. (a) W E%B~ with (fW), z Sjml and Z(fW) + E(fVJ > q 
implies that i = j. 
(b) WEB& with (fW)l G Ss--lth) and Z(fW) + Z(fV,) < q implies 
that i = h. 
Proof. AsW~!IB~,(W,V,,J~~kifm~i,Oifm+i.Msoby(A),(D); 
(W, Vm), G w, vm>; 5% (.fW f V9rz)L 9 for all m. tt> 
(4 4fW) + l(fVd > 4, so on applying (F) to (t) with m = j, we get 
(W Vj>G 5% (QfW, Qf V&f ’ 
But (L’fW)l g (Qf V& r Si , and hence (QfW, Qf Vi)H # 0. Thus 
(W, Vf)G # 0, i.e., i = j. 
(b) &fW) + 4fVd G q, so on applying (F) to (t) with m = h, we get 
( w V,), e (f w, f V&f . 
But (fW)l s (fv,), ss &l(h) , and hence (f W, f V,), # 0. Thus 
(W, V,), # 0, i.e., i = h. 
DFFINITION. (i) p is the permutation on I = (0, l,..., e - l} defined by 
p(i) E S-l(i) + 1. 
(ii) For any integers a, b > 0 set 
r(a, b) = i 4fV,jci,) + i 4fV,jci,) - bq 
j=O j=l 
(if b = 0 omit the second sum). 
(iii) r = r(i), s = s(i) are the smallest integers greater than zero 
satisfying 
y(r, 0) 2 !?; Y(O, 4 < 0. 
(iv) WE !& is said to be of type (a, b) if fW g Tsa(i),,(a,a) . 
LEMMA 3.13. (a) For all 0 < a < r - 1 there exists in 5J& a “unique” 
extension P, = Vi o V,,C~J o ... 0 V0/6.(t) . Moreover each P, is of type (a, 0). 
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(b) For all 0 < b < s - 1 there exists in ?& a “unique” extension 
A, = vi 0 V&) 0 ... 0 V8b(i) . Moreoaer each A, is of type (0, b). 
(c) p’(i) = SS(i) = i and Z(fP,-,) = r(r - 1, 0) = q - 1, Z(fA,-,) = 
y(0, s - 1) = 1. 
Proof. (a) and (b): By 3.10 applied inductively there exists “unique” 
indecomposable nonprojective extensions of the forms P, , d, . Moreover 
these are of types (a, 0), (0, b), respectively, and 3.11 applied inductively 
shows that such extensions are isomorphic to factors of Wi and hence in !lQ . 
(c) P,.-, , d,, E !J& so on applying 3.12(a) with W = Prel we get that 
p’(i) = i; and on applying 3.12(b) with W = A,-, we get that 8(i) = i. 
Now p’(i) = i means that there exists an integer m 3 0 so that Z(fP,,) = 
q - me - 1. But iffVi is long then E(fP,-,) 3 Z(fVJ > q - e, and so m = 0. 
Also if f Vi is short then q - ne - 1 + Z(f Vi) < q for all n > 1, and so 
from the definition of r, bearing in mind that i = p’(i), we get that m = 0 
again. Hence Z(fP,-,) = q - 1, and similarly Z(fA,-,) = 1. 
COROLLARY 3.14. (a) For all 1 < a < I - 1; 1 < b < s - 1 there 
exists in ‘Q “unique” extensions of the following forms, 
x, = A,-, 0 VP(i) 0 ... 0 V@%(i) 
which is of type (a, s - 1); Yb = P,.-, 0 Vsci) 0 ... 0 Vsaci) which is of type 
(Y - 1, b). 
(b) There exists “unique” projective indecomposable extensions X,. = 
A S--l 0 V,,P(~) 0 1.. 0 T/p+); Y, = P,-, 0 Vsti) 0 . .. 0 V6+) , which are projective 
covers of Vi , and hence isomorphic to Wi . 
Proof. fP+, G Ti.a-l; fASpl E Ss-l(i) by 3.13(c). The corollary now 
follows from inductive applications of 3.10, 3.11. 
Remark. Each of X,. , Y, provides a composition series of Wi E X, g Y,, 
and hence Z(WJ = r + s. To examine all composition series of WC we 
explore ‘9& . We need the following critical lemma: 
LEMMA 3.15. If a + b < r + s then y(a, b) < qifand only ifa < r - 1; 
andy(a,b) >O;fandonZyifb <s- 1. 
Proof. (i)Ifa<r-ltheny(a,b)<y(r-l,b)<y(r-l,O)=q-l<q. 
(ii) If b < s - 1 then ~(a, b) 2 r(a, s - 1) > ~(0, s - 1) = 1 > 0. 
(iii) If a > r then b < s - 1 and hence, 
Y(G f-9 3 y(r, s - 1) = r(’ - 1,O) + ~(0, s - 1) 
=q-1+1=q. as p’(i) = i 
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(iv) If b > s then a < r - 1 and hence, 
y(a, b) < r(’ - 1, s) = r(’ - 1, 0) + Y(O, s - 1) - 4 
=q-1+1--q=o. as L+(i) = i 
THEOREM 3.16. A kG-module W lies in 2& if and only if there exists 
0 < a < r - 1; 0 < b < s - 1 such that W is of type (a, b) and Z(W) = 
a + b + 1. Moreover such a W has in ‘2l$ at most two extensions of the form 
W 0 Vi namely, 
1 
A “unique” extension W 0 Vpa+l(i) of type (a + 1, b) if 
(J) 
andonZyifa+l <r--l; 
and a “unzigue” extension W 0 Vswqi) of type (a, b + 1) 
ifundonZyifb+l <s-l. 
Proof. Induction on Z(W). If Z(W) = 1 then WE !E$ if and only if 
Wz Vi, i.e., if and only iffW= fVi z Ti,Y(O,O) (by 2.5). 
But this merely says that WE 2& if and only if W is of type (0, 0). Also by 
3.10, 3.11 there exists in ?& at most two extensions of the form Vi 0 Vj 
namely: A “unique” extension Vi 0 VOta of type (1,O) if and only if ~(1, 0) = 
Z(f Vi) + Z(fV,,a) < q, i.e., if and only if 1 < r - 1 (by 3.15) and a “unique” 
extension Vi 0 V81g(;) of type (0, 1) if and only if 
Y(O, 1) = Z(f Vi) + Z(f Vsca) - 9 > 03 
i.e., if and only if I < s - 1 (by 3.15). 
This proves the theorem for Z(W) = 1. 
So now assume inductively that it is true for Z(W) = n. 
Let W’ be a KG-module with Z(W) = n + 1. 
Then W’ E 2& if and only if there exists WE !I& with Z(W) = n and a 
nonprojective indecomposable extension of the form W 0 Vi with W’ E 
W 0 Vj (see 3.11). 
Now by induction such W’s are precisely those of type (a, b) for some 
O<a<r-1; O<b<s-1 with a+b+l =Z(W)=n. Moreover 
their extensions in !& of the form W o Vi are given inductively by (J). 
Hence W’ E !& if and only if W’ is isomorphic to one of these extensions 
WQ Vi , i.e., if and only if f w’ z f (W o Vj) for one of these extensions 
W 0 V, (by 2.5). 
Hence by induction w’ E !D$ if and only if 
T&).v(a+o) forsome O<a+l <r--l; 
fW’g 
O<b<s-1 with a+b+l=n, or 
Tc++%).v(a.b+d forsome O<a<r-1; 
O<b+l<s-1 with a+b+l=n, 
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i.e., if and only iffw’ E Ts~(i),,(,,a) forsome:O<a<r-- l;O<b<s-- 1, 
with a + b + 1 = n + 1 = Z(W). 
Moreover by 3.10, 3.11 such a W’ has in %I$ at most two extensions of the 
form W’ o Vj namely: A “unique” extension IV 0 VO=+lu) of type 
(a + 1, b) if and only if ~(a + 1, b) = Z(fwl) + Z(fV,,,+,(,)) < 4, i.e., if and 
only if a + 1 < Y - 1 (by 3.15); and a “unique” extension IV’ 0 I’& + Iu) 
of type (a, b + 1) if and only if ~(a, b + 1) = E(fW’) + Z(fVsa+l(i)) - 4 > 0, 
i.e., if and only if b + 1 < s - 1 (by 3.15). 
This completes the induction and hence proves 3.16. 
To apply these results to find the structure of Wi we need to account for 
multiplicities. This is done by the following. 
LEMMA 3.17. Let W, U be factor-modules of Wi . Then WE U if and 
only if w = u. 
Proof. Induction on Z(W) = Z(U). 
As W,/@( Wi) e Vi the lemma is trivial for Z(W) = Z(U) = 1. So assume 
inductively that the lemma is true for factors of length n. Let IV’, U’ be 
factors of Wi with Z(W) = Z(U) = 71 + 1 and w’s u’. Then there exists 
j E I and factors W, U of Wi such that 
(a) W’ is an extension of W by a copy of Vj , 
(b) U’ is an extension of U by a copy of Vj , 
(c) Wr u. 
So W, U are factor-modules of Wi of composition length n, and hence by 
induction WE U implies that W = U. 
Thus W’ and U’ are both extensions of W by copies of Vi . But by (A), 
(D) and 3.7 
So SZW has only one copy of Vi in its “head”, which means that only one 
extension W 0 Vj is a factor-module of Wi . Thus IV’ = CT’. 
THEOREM 3.18. (a) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
set of all proper factor-modules of Wi and the set {(a, b): 0 < a < r - 1; 
0 < b < s - l}, which isgiven by: W t) (a, b) ifund only if Wis of type (a, b). 
(b) If W,, denotes the unique submodule of Wi so that WJW,, is of type 
(a, b) then the full submodule lattice of Wi is of the shape given in Fig. 1. 
(c) WJW,, E Vi, WT--l,s-l E Vi, Wa-,,JWab es Vo+) for uZZ 
l~a~r-l;O~b~s-l,W~,a~~/Waa~V~~~i~foruZ1O~u~r-l; 
l<b<s-1. 
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(d) W,-,,, and W,,S-l are both uniserial submodules of Wi . 
(e) W,-,,, n Wo,s-l s vi and W,-,,, + W,,+l = @(WA 
(f) (W,.-,,,; WO,S-l) is the unique pair of submodules of Wi satisfying (d) 
and (e). 
Proof. (a), (b), and (c) all follow from 3.16 and 3.17. 
(d) This is clear from Fig. 1. 
(e) Now for all 1 < h < r - 1, l(fL’J + j(fL’,qa) < ~(r - 1, 0) = 
q - 1; and for all 1 <j < s - 1, Z(fVi) + ~(fv~~(~)> 3 ~(0, s - 1) + 4 = 
q + 1. Hence Vphti) C$ Vs+ti) for all such h, j. 
Thus W,-,,, n W,,,-, g Vi. 
Moreover it follows from this that 
qwY-l*ll + wo,s-1) = 4WT-LO) + 4wo.s-1) - 1 
= r + s - 1 = Z(@(W,)). 
Hence W,-,,, + Wo,S-l = @(Wi). 
(f) From Fig. 1 it is clear that the only uniserial submodules of Wi are 
the submodules of W,-,,, and W,-,,S-l . The uniqueness follows from this. 
COROLLARY 3.19. (i) For a Jixed i E I, Wi is uniserial if and only ;f either 
r(i) = 1 or s(i) = 1, or equivalently if and only if Z(f Vi) = q - 1 or 1. 
(ii) If W, is uniserial for all i E I, then either 6 = 1 or p = 1 (1 being the 
identity permutation on I). Moreover, in the case 6 = 1, B is (q, e)-uniserial and 
f V, is simple for all i E I. 
In the case p = 1, B is (q, e)-uniserial and Qf Vi is simple for all i E I. 
Proof. (i) This follows from Fig. 1. 
(ii) Suppose that Wi is uniserial for all i E I. Then by (i) Z(f Vi) = q - 1 
or 1 for all iEI. 
Hence If e = 1, then trivially either 6 = 1 or p = 1. So assume that e > 1. 
Now if there exists j E I with Z(f Vj) = q - 1, then (f Vj-l)l z (f Vj)l , 
which gives (f Vj, , f Vj), # 0. 
Hence if Z(f V,J = 1, then by (A) and (D) 
(V&l 3 Vdc E (Vj-1, Vj)i es (fV,-, ,fVj)&z (fVj, ,fV,)* # 0, 
and thereforej - 1 E j mod e, implying e = 1, a contradiction. So Z(f Vj) = 
q - 1 implies Z(fVjJ = q - 1. 
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Butj E I was arbitrary, so by induction we get that Z(fV,) = q - 1 implies 
Z(fVj-?J = q - 1 f or all m E B, so that certainly E(fVJ = q - 1 for all i E I. 
Thus there exists only two possibilities, namely, 
(a) Z(fVJ = 1 for all i E I, which implies that 6 = 1, or 
(b) Z(QjVi) = 1 for all i E I, which implies that p = 1. 
Suppose firstly that case (a) holds. Then if we look at any fixed i we get that: 
~(0, b) > 0 if and only if b < s - 1 implies s = s(i) = 1, and ~(a, 0) < q 
if and only if a < r - 1 implies Y = r(i) = q - 1. Also 6 = 1 gives 
p(i) = i f 1 for all i E I. 
Butwhenr=q-l,s=l andpa(i)_i+aforalli~l,a30, the 
lattice structure of each Wi given in Fig. 1 reduces to: 
This shows that B is (q, e)-uniserial (withfVi simple for all i). Now suppose 
that case (b) holds. Then we can similarly show that the following hold for 
all i E Z, 
s(i) = q - 1, r(i) = 1, S(i)-i+ 1. 
Butwhenr=1,s=q-1and8’(i)=i+bfora11i~Z,b~0,the 
lattice structure of each Wi given in Fig. 1 reduces to 
This shows that B is (q, e)-uniserial (with Qf Vi simple for all i). 
4. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Throughout this Section we will work with the situation described in 
Section 1 under the heading “hypothesis.” Hence since D is cyclic we may 
write D = (a) and then on setting 8, = apt we get that D, = (a,) for all 
t E (0, I,..., d - l}. We will firstly consider an arbitrary but fixed t in this 
rangeO<t<d-1. 
Notation. (a) Set m, = NJD, , c’t = C,/D, , 17, = DID, etc... . 
(b) For each n E Nt define an integer zt(n), which is unique modpd-t, 
sot that n-l +I. = a:ttn). Also set n,(n) = z,(n)ll, which defines the “natural” 
linear representation rt of Nt over k. For all i~2Z let II: be a I&,-module 
affording rt+. 
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LEMMA 4.1. If we regard kD, as a kN,-module with Nt acting by conjugation, 
thenforaZZ0 < h < / D, / - 1: 
IIth g kD@, - l)h/kD,(& - I)&+‘. 
Proof. From kD, > kDt(at - 1) > ... > kD,(i$ - l)lDli = 0, it follows 
that dim[kD,(& - I)h/kD,(at - l)h+l] = 1 for all h. Also for each n E Nt 
[(a, - I)h]” = (n-lap - I)” = (p’ - l)h 
= (3, - l)h . (p-1 + ... + l)h 
G (a, - l)h 1 JZ~(~)~ mod kD,(& - l)h+l. 
Thus kD,(& - l)h/kD,(& - l)h+l affords rth for all 0 < h < 1 Dt / - 1. 
LEMMA 4.2. If Wis aprojective khi,-module, thenfor all0 < h < / D, 1 - 1 
W/W@, - 1) @ kD@, - l)h/kD,(a, - l)h+lz W(a, - I)*/W(& - l)h+l. 
Proof. WD, is projective, and hence free. So we may select a kD,-basis for 
it, say {w,: h E A}. 
Also let {ui: i ~1) be a k-basis of RD, , arranged so that there exists a 
sequence I = &XI1 3 ..., with {Us: ills} a k-basis of kD,(& - l)h for all 
h > 0. We can also arrange that 1,,\l, = (1). Now it is clear that each 
W(a, - l)“/W(& - l)h+l has as a k-basis 
{WAUi + wp, - 1)hf”: x E fl, i E &\&+I}. 
Hence there is a k-isomorphism, 
4: W/ W(a, - 1) @ kD,(a, - l)h/kD,(& - l)h+l --t W(a, - l)“/W(a, - l)*+l, 
[wA + W(a, - l)] @ [uui + kD@, - l)h+l] E+ whui + W(a, - l)“+l. 
Indeed this is a kN,-isomorphism, since for all n E Nt , 
[w + W(G - l)] 0 [UT + kD@t(& - l)h+l] 
k+ w,n . 24” + W(& - l)h+l = (w,&z + W(a, - l)h+l. 
LEMMA 4.3. (a) W(a, - l)“/W(& - l)h+l z W/W(& - 1) @ IIthfor all 
O<h<lD,I--1. 
(b) km, E kN,/kN@, - 1). 
Proof. (a) is an immediate corollary to 4.2 and (b) is straightforward. 
We now look at the blocks b,, and B, , which are defined in Section 1. 
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LEMMA 4.4. (a) If T is any kN,-module in B, , then there exists a k(EC,)- 
module J with Jo, E bt, and JNt G T. 
(b) Conversely if Jis any k(EC,)-module with Jc, E b,, then T = JNt lies 
in Bt . 
(c) In both cases, T is indecomposable (simple) if and only if J is inde- 
composable (simple). 
Proof. LVt acts transitively on {Q ,..., ctn,} with EC, the stabiliser of ctl . 
Hence there exists a right transversal x1 ,..., x,,* of Nt by EC, so that l tj = E$ 
for allj. Thus in Z(kC,) we have an orthoganol decomposition 
(a) Set J = Tctl; this is a k(EC,)-module with Jc, E b,, . Also 
(b) (J @ xi) l :i = J @ xi for allj, since JetI = J. Hence (J @ xj)ct = 
J @ xj for all j (use (*) above); which implies that JNt . et = JNt, i.e., 
JNt~Bt. 
(c) This is trivial. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let x be any faithful linear representation of EC,IC, and 
let kj be a k(EC,)-module corresponding to xj for all j E Z. Suppose also that 
btI contains (up to isomorphism) a unique simple k&module, say F. 
Then there exists a simple k(EC,)- module J, so that on writing Jj = J @ kj 
for each j E Z, the following all hold: 
(a) Jj is simple with ( Ji)o, s F E b,, for allj E h. 
(b) FECtg J,,@ s.1 @ J+1. 
(c) For any j, j’ E E; _Ti g Jj, ;f and only ifj = j’ mod e. 
(d) If J* is any simple k(EC,)-module with ( J*)c, E b,, , then J* g Jh 
forsomeO<h<e-1. 
Proof. The techniques needed to prove 4.5 are well known and can be 
found in [l, p. 311 for example. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose that b,, again contains a unique simple (up to 
isomorphism). Then, 
(a) The number of isomorphism classes of simple kN,-modules in B, is e. 
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(b) If S is any simple kNt-module in B, , with Sj = S @ Il,j for all 
j E Z; the modules S,, ,..., S,-, form a full set of simples in B, with S,,, g Sj for 
all integers j. 
Proof. Take k, = IIt IEc, and hence Jj = J @ l7,j IEc, in 4.5, which 
shows that 
Ji+e E Jj for each j E Z, with J,, ,..., Jepl a full set of thei 
simple k(EC,)-modules which on restriction to C, lie in b,, f * c**> 
Now take any simple kNt-module S in B, . Then by 4.4 and (**) there 
exists 0 < h < e - 1 with SE Jft. 
For each integer j, set 
The corollary now follows by again applying 4.4 to (**). 
We can now prove our main theorem stated in Section 1 by induction 
on [Gj. 
Case G = N, , B = B,, . If T is a projective indecomposable in B, then 
T/@(T) is completely reducible and so D 4 N, acts trivially on it. Hence 
Q(T) > T(a - 1). 
But every indecomposable component of T/T(a - 1) can be regarded as a 
kN,,-module in a block of defect group 1 = B. Thus T/T(B - 1) is completely 
reducible, and so T(a - 1) > Q(T). Therefore S = T/@(T) = T/T(B - 1) 
is simple. 
So T > T(8 - 1) > ... > T(3 - 1)9 = 0 is a composition series with 
T(a- l)“/T(a- l)h+lgS@OOhf orallO<h,(q-l.(HencedimT= 
q . dim S.) 
LEMMA 4.7. (a) If S is any simple in B, set Sj = S @ I&j for all j E Z. 
Then S, ,..., A’,-, is a full set of simples in B, , and for each j, S,,, g Sj . 
(b) For all j E Z let Ti be a projective cover of Sj , then each Tj has a 
unique composition series, namely 
Tj > T@ - 1) > ... > T&3 - 1)a = 0, 
where Tj(a - l)“/Ti(LJ - l)h+l s Si+h for all 0 < h < q - 1. 
Proof. (a) Because D = D, is in Z(C,,) the natural k-algebra epimor- 
phism KC,, -+ kc0 sends co1 E Z(kC,) to a primitive idempotent < E Z(ke,,), 
see [15, p. 3901. Moreover the KC,,-block corresponding to G (which we 
will call &J has defect group 1 = D, and hence it contains a unique simple 
(up to isomorphism). But D 4 C, acts trivially on every simple in b,, , 
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and so the simples of &,r can be identified with the simples in b< . So up to 
isomorphism be, contains exactly one simple. Hence by 4.6(a) B, contains 
exactly e classes of simple kN,,-modules, and these are of the required form 
by 4.6(b). 
(b) Let s denote the dimension of the simples in B, (an invariant). 
Suppose that X is a submodule of a fixed Tj . 
Choose h > 0 so that T,(a - I)h--l < X but Ti(a - l)h < X. Then 
from Tj/X > (TJX)(a - 1) > .. . > (TJX)(a - l)n = 0 it follows that 
dim(T,/X) > hs, i.e., dim X :< (4 - h)s. But Tj(a - I)h < X and 
dim Tj(a - l)h = (2 - h)s. 
Hence S = Tj(a - l)h. 
But we have already shown that Tj has a composition series of the form 
Tj > Tj(a - 1) > ... > Tj(a - I)* = 0, which has factors 
Tj(a - I)“/T,(a - l)h’l z Sj+l, forall O<h<p-1. 
Thus this is the unique composition series of Ti , as required. 
COROLLARY 4.8. The main theorem is true for G = No , B = B, . 
Proof. It suffices to show that B, is special (9, e)-uniserial (with respect to 
D = D,); and this follows from 4.7. 
Case G = Nt, B=B, (l<t < d - 1). Here we are assuming 
inductively that the theorem is true for all groups of order less than j Nt 1. 
Now if j < t satisfies Nj < Nt then this induction hypothesis shows that B, 
is special (4, e)-uniserial (with respect to Dj). Hence in order to prove the 
theorem for this case, it suffices to show that B, is special (4, e)-uniserial (with 
respect to Dt). 
Now as in the case G = N,, , ctl E Z(KC,) yields a primitive idempotent 
< E Z(@;,), see [15, p. 3901. M oreover the IzC?,-block & corresponding to 
< has defect group D, and by a trivial calculation e(c, , &) = 1 (see 
Cl, P. 271). 
So as j c;t / < / Nt j we may apply induction and hence certainly deduce 
that & contains only one simple (up to isomorphism). But Dt 4 C, acts 
trivially on every simple in b,, , and so the simples in b,, can be identified with 
the simples in & . So b,i contains a unique simple (up to isomorphism). 
Thus by 4.6(a) B, contains exactly e classes of simple KN,-modules. Let V 
be any simple in Bt , then 4.6(b) now shows that on setting Vj = V @ l7,j 
for all jEZ; V,,..., V,-, is a full set of simples in B, with V,,, E Vj for 
each j. 
481/34/z-5 
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Notation. As Dt a Nt regard these simple kN,-modules as kNt-modules. 
Set 4” = 1 D / = pt 
spondence fl, - N. 
and write m = NG~(D,-,/D,). Let f be the Green corre- 
LEMMA 4.9. (a) For all j EZ, there exists a l-l correspondence between 
the submodules of Vg and the submodules of ( Vi)a , which is given by L +-+Lj = 
L@,lI&jj#. 
(b) For every subgroup S of fi, L is S-projective if and only ;f Lj is 
S-projective. 
Proof. (a) Obvious, since II,j is one dimensional with Vj = V @ l7,j. 
(b) Let gl ,..., g, be a right transversal of fi by S, and write 1, , l,? , 
lrr7,, for the identity maps on L, L, , Iltj, respectively. Suppose firstly that L 
is S-projective. Then there exists (Y E (L, L)s so that lL = Ci=, g;%g, . But 
this implies 1 L, = z;=lg,‘(~ 0 l,t&, 1 which shows that Lj is S-projective. 
Conversely if Lj is S-projective we can similarly show that Lj @ II;i g L 
is S-projective. 
COROLLARY 4.10. For all j E Z, 
fVjrfV’GIfl; and QfVj gg QfV @ I&j In. 
LEMMA 4.11. If fl denotes the natural km-module, thenfl g Ii’, 1~ . 
Proof. Let N denote the inverse image of m, and suppose n affords the 
natural representation ii defined for all n E N by +?(5) = z(n)1 R , where z(n) is 
an integer satisfying n-l a,-,n = a:!:) mod D, . So for some m E Z, 
Hence we have 
i.e., 
But for all n E N, the natural representation rrt of Nt over k satisfies n,(n) = 
z,(n)l, , where z,(n) is any integer so that n-l a,n = aqt(n). 
Hence it follows that z,(n) = z(n) + pm modpdet, for all n E N. SO 
n,(n) = +(fi) for all n E N, i.e., fl s IIlt 115 . 
Remark. On applying 4.11 to 4.10 we get that for all j E Z, f Vj E f V @ flj 
and Qf Vj s Qf V @ nj, where for each integer j, I? is a km-module 
affording +?. 
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Notation. Let 8, be a kNt-block of defect group D corresponding to a 
primitive component of the idempotent 6 E Z(km,) arising from et E Z(kNJ. 
Choose the simple module V so that I/E B, , and set Z = e(Nt , B,). 
FinalIy let B be the unique kfi-block of defect group D so that B”t = & . 
Now by induction the main theorem is true for (Nt , a,). So in particular & 
contains exactly k classes of simples, B is special (p, .?)-uniserial (with respect 
to Dt-i/DJ andfV/@(fV) is a simple in B. 
Write S = fV/@(fV) and for each j E Z, set Sj = S @flj. Then since H 
is one-dimensional, it follows that for each j, 
Sj = S @IF = (fV/@(fV)) @IT z (fV @ fP)/(@(fv) @IT) 
r= fVj/@(fVj). 
Now since B is special (Q, c)-uniserial S, ,..., S;-, is a full set of simples in 8. 
In particular since Sj = f V#D(f V,), it follows thatf V, is an indecomposable 
in B for allj E Z. 
Now for the Green correspondence (m, , 2,) + (m, B) notice that the set 
3 = {D n D: x E Nt\rn} = {l}, and hence 41 = {S: 1 < S < D). So we 
can apply 2.5 to each Vj (the Vi are nonprojective since every f Vi f 0, and 
so they each have vertex in ‘%!I). 
This tells us that for all jEZ, Vj E & since fVj E B. But V, ,..., V,-, are 
distinct simples, and so it follows from this that &? = e. 
Moreover since this implies that every simple in B, , when regarded as 
a kNt-module, lies in B,; it is clear that the idempotent Fi must be the block 
idempotent of B,. 
Hence to summarise, we have shown that V, ,..., YewI is a full set of simples 
in the kn*-block & corresponding to &. Moreover for eachj,fV#(f Vj)r Sj. 
So if we again apply induction to (fit, &) we can now deduce that there 
exists a permutation 6 of I = (0, l,..., e - 1} so that for all i E I, Z(f Vi) s 
&-l(i) . 
Moreover if either l(f Vi) = 4” - 1 for all i E I or E(f Vi) = 1 for all i E I, 
then fi, is (9, e)-uniserial (with respect to the labelling V,, ,..., V,-, of simples). 
However we know from the remark after Lemma 4.11 that there exists a 
fixed integer m > 0 so that l(fVi) = m f or all j EZ. This gives two cases: 
(i) Suppose that m < q//2. Then if e = 1, 3.6 shows that Z(fV) = 1 
and hence & is (p, I)-uniserial. So assume now that e > 1. By Schur’s lemma, 
(A), (D), and (F) we have, 
But clearly (f VI , f V,,), # 0 unless m = 1. 
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So I@‘,) = 1 for allj, which means that B2?, is (q, e)-uniserial (with respect 
to the labelling V, ,..., V,-, of simples) and that fVi g Sj for all integers i. 
(ii) Suppose that m > q”/2. Then if e = 1, 3.6 shows that Z(fV) = 
p - I and hence 8, is (& I)-uniserial. So assume now that e > 1. By 
Schur’s lemma, (A), (D), and (F) we have, 
But clearly (L?fVr , QfV,J# # 0 unless m = q - 1. 
So Z(fL;) = 4; - 1 for all i, which means that 8, is (4, e)-uniserial (with 
respect to the labelling Vs ,.. ., V,, of simples) and that ,nfV, g Sj for all 
integersj. 
COROLLARY 4.12. Ct E Z(kRt) is always primitive and the corresponding 
kl\r,-block & is (p, e)-z&serial with respect to the labelling V,, ,..., V,-, of 
simples. 
Now return to the block B, . For each je:E let Wj E B, be a projective 
cover of Vj , and write @‘j = Wi/Wi(& - 1). Then W,, @ *‘. @ W,-, is a 
component of kN, . But km, g kN,/kNt(& - 1) by 4.3(b), and so if we 
regard the Fj as kI?,-modules, it follows that @,, @ ... @ c is a com- 
ponent of k-i, . 
However @‘$P( wj) r W,/@( Wi) g Vi f or allj. Hence up to isomorphism 
the e projective indecomposables in B, are I@,, ,..., cr . So by 4.12 each 
km,-module $9 has a unique composition series, namely: 
Hence since by 4.3(a) Wj(a, - l)“/Wi(a, - l)7L+1 e i&‘d @ I7,h for all 
O<j<e-l;O<h<ID,/, and since 1; -= V @ 17tj with V,,, g Vj 
for all j E Z, it follows that each Wj has a composition series, 
So since V was an arbitrary simple in & , and hence in B, , it will follow that 
Bt is special (n, e)-uniserial (with respect to LQ if we can show that each Wj 
is uniserial (has a unique composition series). We will now prove this vital 
result. 
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Firstly recall that b,, contains (up to isomorphism) a unique simple 
kc,-module, F say. Let W be a projective cover of F. Then WECt is projective 
with a factor-module FECt E J,, @ *.* @ Jeml, where (Js ,..., JewI} is a full 
set of the simple K(EC,)-modules J that satisfy Jc, E b,, (see 4.5). 
Hence it follows that WECt z 2, @ ... @ 2,-r , where Zj is a projective 
cover of Jj and (Z?),-, z W for allj = 0, l,..., e - 1. Thus 
if W is uniserial then Zj is uniserial for all j (*I 
Moreover, by 4.4 { Wj = Zyt: j = 0, l,..., e - l} is a full set of projective 
indecomposable KN,-modules in B, , and 
Zj is uniserial for all j if and only if Wj is uniserial for all j (**) 
Hence from (*) and (**) it is sufficient to show that W is uniserial. The 
methods used below to prove this are due to G. Michler, who has kindly 
given me permission to publish them here. 
Notation. Let A = E&C’, (the block ideal corresponding to b,,), and 
notice that any KC,-module in b,, can be regarded as a (right) A-module. 
Also if R is any ring and if nz E E, m 3 1, we will denote the ring of all 
m x m matrices over R by R, . 
Now as b,, contains (up to isomorphism) a unique projective indecom- 
posable W, A (when regarded as a right KC,-module) is a direct sum of 12 
copies of W for some 71 E h, n > 1. Hence by the famous Wedderburn-Fitting 
theorem, A g L, whereL = End,(W) = (W, W),t andL is a local k-algebra. 
DEFINITION. A k-algebra R is said to have$nite type if there exists (up to 
isomorphism) only finitely many indecomposable R-modules. 
LEMMA 4.13. (a) For a$xed m EZ, m > 1; if R, is of$nite type then R is 
also of Jinite type. 
(b) If R is ofjinite type, so too is every homomorphic image of R. 
Proof. Left as an exercise. 
LEMMA 4.14. L = End,(W) is of Jinite type. 
Proof. If M is any indecomposable A-module, then M lies in b,, and hence 
is D-projective. Thus M is a component of Uct for some indecomposable 
KD-module U (see [14]). But kD is of finite type, and hence it follows that 
A (=L,) is of finite type. Thus by 4.13(a) L is of finite type. 
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Now let J = Jac(L) (the Jacobson radical). Then as L is local, L/J is a 
division algebra over k, and hence as k is algebraically closed, L/J z k. Now 
J/J” is a two-sided L-module that is annihilated on both sides by J. Thus 
every k-subspace of J/J” is a two-sided submodule of J/J”. 
LEMMA 4.15. dim,(J/J2) = 1. 
Proof. Certainly dim,(j/J2) > 0 since otherwise we would have to have 
J = J2 = 0 implying L E k and A simple, which would mean that b,, had 
defect zero, contradicting d > 0. So suppose now that dim,( J/ J2) > 1. Let 
L = Ll J2 and 1 = J/J”. 
Then J is an ideal of L and every k-subspace of j is an ideal of L. But J 
has a subspace of co-dimension 2, N say, and hence L has a homomorphic 
image L* = L/N of dimension 3 which has a k-basis {I, a, b} that satisfies 
a2 = ab z ba = 62 = 0. 
Now L* is not of finite type since for all m E H, m 2 1 there is a 2m-dimen- 
sional indecomposable representation defined by: 
where 0 is the m x m zero matrix, I, is the m x m identity matrix, and ITn+ 
is the m x m matrix with l’s down the superdiagonal and zeros elsewhere. 
But this implies by 4.13(b) that L is not of finite type, contradicting 4.14. 
Hence dim,( J/ J”) = dim,(l) = 1. 
Now pick 01 E J\ J”. Then the right L-module olL satisfies J2 < olL + J” < J. 
Thus by 4.15 aL + J” = J. But J2 = D(J) is redundant in any set of 
(L-module) generators of J, and so OJ, = J. 
Similarly by considering the left L-module La, we can show that La = J. 
Hence since Jac(A) = Jac(L,) = Jn , if we set c = &% EL, , we see that 
CA = AC = Jn = Jac(A). So by [16, Theorem l] A is “generalised uniserial,” 
which means that W is uniserial. 
This completes the proof of the main theorem for G = Nt , B = B, 
(I < t < d - 1). 
Case G > Nd-r , B. Part (i) of the main theorem is true, by induction 
applied to (Nd-r , B,-,). Hence it remains to prove (ii). 
Set H = Nd-r . Then in this set-up X = {IF n D: x E G\H} = (1). So the 
block B is as described in Section 3, which contains all the information that is 
necessary to prove the second part of the main theorem. 
This completes the induction, and hence the proof of all parts of the main 
theorem. 
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